Meet Chewy Gonzalez, a 13 year old iguana with a dream: to make it big
in Hollywood, to be rich and famous, and to get the heck out of his dull, small
town life! What’s keeping him back? His minor status, a noticeable shortage
of talent, and a family who loves and needs him--particularly his younger
brother Chava, a clumsy, clueless kid with a heart as big as all outdoors, and
an appetite to match.
Follow our heroes as they get themselves in heaps of trouble in their hometown of El Tompo, a mythical, Mexican island paradise ( which isn’t boring at all,
despite Chewy’s complaints. )

“The Adventures of Chewy & Chava” is an animated comedy series, created by
Russ Werdin and developed by Jay Lender, one of the writers and directors
of SpongeBob SquarePants. Each episode consists of two hilarious eleven-minute shorts.
See you in El Tompo!

Welcome to El Tompo! (read in the style of Ricardo Montalban)
Here in our beautiful, Island paradise we have everything one could need-SUN, SAND, SEA and south-of-the-border STYLE.!
El Tompo is a tropical wonderland where
good FOOD, great MUSIC and wild DANCING
are everywhere, and people are happy
all the day! On our lovely island of El
Tompo, “la familia” is king,
and the simple pleasures of life
are enough for all our humble folk...

And there’s no better
place to be a kid!!

Singing, dancing,
simple pleasures--

Yecch!

El Dumpo
is a big, fat
snore!

Boring, boring,
boring!
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I’m

Chewy
Gonzalez!
And I’m gonna make it BIG!

I’m in the 8th grade, but I’m not going to bore
you with school--Most of my fun takes place on
the weekends, when I can go anywhere I want.

I don’t have to tell you
I’m good looking, but did
you also know that...

I sing, dance and play the
guitar--all at the same time!

I’m strong!
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I’ll do almost anything
to get on top!

Even though things almost
never work out for me.

Hey, I’m not perfect!

My big flaw?
it’s kinda embarrassing.
You see... I have this... ( ugh )

Conscience.

Quit laughing!
The darned thing
won’t let me sleep!
And stars
need their
beauty rest!

Sometimes
I wish I was
a jerk!

But wait--there’s
more! Get ready
to Meet my real
problem!

...Mi hermano,

Chava.

Everybody hates a little brother, and I got a
doozy. Get a load of those fingers! Like sausages!
Everything he picks up he drops, everyone he meets
breaks a bone, and every time he opens his mouth
he gets ME in trouble!

Mama says he’s got an
“indelicate touch”, which
is just code for “he’s

a clumsy doofus who
breaks everything!”

Mama also says he’s a “good eater”.
Here’s Chava doing a “good”
job of putting back fortyfive hot dogs. For that He
won a scooter! And
he didn’t even know
there was a contest
going on!

Everything comes easy to
Chava! And not just because
he has an incredibly cool big
brother (me) to look after him.

He gets away with
stuff they’d NEVER
let me do!

Sick to your stomach
yet? Well, get this-he’s filled to the top
with sickening good
intentions!
I mean it! He never
thinks of himself and
always wants to do nice
things--even for me!

I’m gonna

puke!

Meet the Family:
Put Chava and me together with My Mama, her nutso
brother Gonzalo, and My freaky grandma Esther (she’s
from my Dad’s side) and you’ve got one weird family!
Mama and I are the only ones who make any sense! And I
only include her because she’s probably listening! To
Chava, all this craziness is just business as usual, but
I remember when things were different...
you know...before HIM!!

Mama.

This is Mi
the lady who calls the shots!
When I was a little kid My pop
was lost at sea, so Mama has
to raise two boys all alone.
That’s rough!

Boy,
I’ll say.

She’s pinches her
pennies so hard they
practically explode!
And with the money she
saves, she can always
afford to put in her
two cents. Sometimes even more!

Mama works hard at
the family restaurant
to keep Chava & me in
clothes and food-And for Chava That’s
like five meals a day!
Arright,
hold your
horses!

Man, you’ll
never catch
me working
there!

She’s a little
crotchety, but
There’s nothing
in the whole
world she
wouldn’t do
for us...

...And then chew us
out about later.

Tio
Gonzalo
Then there’s

My Mama’s little Brother is an
ace mechanic and part-time inventor. he can make anything work--just
not for long, or very well...and then
it explodes. He lives over his garage
(which is kinda cool)... because he
thinks the aliens can’t find him
there (which is kinda weird).
It can be a bit risky approaching him unannounced if you take
my meaning. Me? I’d love to meet
aliens. I’d even let them suck
my brains if they’d drop me
off on the mainland afterward!
Tio Gonzalo perfected
the electric Stilts!

Tio Gonzalo sometimes
says weird stuff.

Meet my

Abuela Esther

Talk about weird!
My Grandma has the
market cornered on
head-scratchers!

Grandma says she
used to be a lead
dancer with the
Ballet Folklorico!

...And a cliff
diver with the
Acapul-capades!

And an astronaut.

Mama says Abuela
“doesn’t have a
tight rein on
her emotions” any
more.

That means Grandma Loses it.

Everybody else:
Everywhere I go there are people standing in between me
and what’s important in life: girls, Money and fame!
When my family’s too busy to ruin my life, I’ve got a whole
island full of people waiting to take up the slack!

Ohhhh,

Consuelo,

mi amor! My dream girl! I’ve worshipped
her from afar, and from a-near!
Sometimes from the telephone
pole across the street!
Consuelo likes to
have fun! Just not
with me!

older and sophisticated, she cares
about what’s
really important
--Like looking
your best!

I’ll do anything
for her--and she
knows it!

And let us not
forget the Banio---er bane--of my
existence...

My
arch-enemy,

Hector.

Everybody thinks
he’s this great
guy! Even Chava!
Sure, he’s rich,
good looking...

...a total god
at sports...

...talented and
cultured...

...But what’s
he got that I
haven’t got?

And I can’t forget

Los Tompanos,

They’re my neighbors--the people I REALLY live
with. They run the shops, sail the boats, catch the
rats and keep things going. Some of them could
give tio Gonzalo a run for his money in the loose
screw department but for the most part they
get along with each other okay.

When I’m a star I’ll still come back
to El Tompo for festivals like...

...the annual El Tompo
steak run! I don’t know
how it got started, but I
know you gotta wash the
meat really good, after!

El Langosta
Who lip-synchs better
than anybody? Who has
all the hottest dance
moves? Who’s the biggest movie star of all
time? My Hero, El Langosta! Duh!! And, believe it or not, he’s from
right here in El Tompo-of course he got out
fast! One day I’m going
to make it just like him
and be a big, fat, rich success!

The fist
The chief of police! The
judge! Langosta’s bodyguard. If He’s big, scary,
and doesn’t answer to anybody I call him el puno, “the
fist”. He’s got mama beat 9
ways to Sunday for toughness and he doesn’t have to
love you afterward, either!
Naturally, the fist thinks
Chava’s great, but he’s always got one hairy knuckle
looking out for me!
Just one step outta line
and WHACK! I’m in trouble!

El Tompo

( again )

Okay, I was too hard on El Tompo back on
page one. It really IS an island paradise--a wonderful, Three Caballeros Mexico where life is perfect. It’s just that
I’m tired of perfect! I want glamour! I
want excitement! I want to eat bad food
and hang out with high-pressure, suitwearing cell-phone jockeys! What’s it
gonna take to get me outta here?

The World
Now this is more like it!
Bright Lights, big city!
Who’d want to be stuck in
a dusty time-warp like El
Dumpo when they could be
here? Nobody, Duh!
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La Familia Perfecta
At a family picnic, Gonzalo sets the table
on fire with his “grape sucker” vacuum
gripper.. Esther tries to take Chava’s
plastic fork while he’s still using it.
Mama cracks wise about all of it. Before
long, a food fight breaks out.
Sneaking away to fume, Chewy finds a
magazine announcing a contest to find
The Perfect Family. The prize is $50,000!
Determined to win the prize, Chewy writes
a testimonial, depicting his family as
perfect in every way. He fakes a bunch of
photos to match. Chava offers a photo
and Chewy secretly throws it out.
Soon Chewy gets notice that he’s in the
running! The magazine wants to send a camera crew out to photograph the family. Now Chewy
has to whip his family into shape!
Chewy gets everyone on board–whetting the adults’ appetites with dreams of money. When
Chava asks Chewy to convince him, too (just for fun), Chewy says “Why? You don’t get a vote!”
Chewy puts them to work cleaning the house, learning to work together without fighting.
Soon the place is spotless and orderly. He nails down the furniture, just in case.
Continuing his program, Chewy teaches Mama to smile, Gonzalo to act sensibly, and Esther to
stop hoarding things (he nails her hanger collection into a closet). “It’s all about impulse
control.” Chava says he wants a lesson in control, too, revealing a diaper under his shorts.
Chewy pulls Chava aside, explaining that in his essay to the magazine “I’m an only child–your
job is just to hide.” He points to a steamer trunk. “It’s best” Chava’s eyes well up with tears
as he steps in. Chewy closes it, then swallows the key. “I shoulda thought of this years ago.”
The delegation from the magazine arrives. They tour the house. Esther is on her best behavior. Gonzalo is dressed in a sweater, wearing a monocle. Mama serves appetizers and has set
out a buffet. They all have good things to say about Chewy. A tear slides out of the trunk
when Chewy confesses he loves being an only child.
The reps agree that Chewy’s family should win the prize, but they’ll need a photo before
they go to press at 4. The cameraman drops his flash bulb and it rolls away from him. Chewy
accidentally kicks it under the NAILED-DOWN couch! When Chewy can’t reach it, Mama smugly suggests a hanger, but Chewy has nailed them into the closet. Finally he realizes only Chava can
reach under there to get the bulb, if he can get him out of the trunk. But it’s too late:
Finally losing control, Gonzalo runs from the room and returns with his Grape Sucker
machine before Chewy can regurgitate the key!
Gonzalo’s grape sucker sets the closet door on fire. The flaming door bursts open and
thousands of melted plastic hangers bounce all over the room! Mama complains loudly, just
as Chewy gets the trunk open revealing Chava, revealing his lie.
Horrified, the photo crew leaves. The house is destroyed. Everybody’s angry at Chewy except
for Chava, he found his comic book in the trunk.! On the back page is a contest to find The
Weirdest Family! “Too bad you didn’t enter this one! The prize was a million dollars!”

Shoe Crazy!
Tio Gonzalo shows Chewy & Chava some of
his latest inventions. “Backpack Easy Chair-the more you use it the more you need it.
Dissolving Money--for when your poor
relatives visit. Pen sharpener <splat!> Not
so useful.” Etc.
Chewy’s gaze drifts outside where Hector
invites Consuelo to Friday’s big restaurant
opening. He gives her a pair of fancy shoes.
She goes gaga! Zing! Chewy thinks: “If I give
her better shoes I can steal her away.”
Trying to talk Consuelo’s shoe size out
of her gets him his customary slap, so the
boys creep after her to measure her foot
on the sly! Crawling through the market
gets Chewy bumped, stepped-on and doused
with fish heads. A desperate, stabbing, measuring attempt earns him an off-screen beating
from an angry matron.
Trying an indirect approach, Chewy Disguises himself as a rock, a bush, and a mailbox, intending to herd consuelo into the mud where she’d leave footprint. When the subtle route
doesn’t work, he leaps OUT Startling her...right into freshly poured concrete, feet up!
But before Chewy can use his ruler, an angry construction worker drags him away for another off-screen pummeling.
That Night Chewy sneaks into Consuelo’s bedroom. Unfortunately, Consuelo’s toothy dog
clamps onto Chewy’s leg before he can reach her closet! He can only reach in blindly and
pulls out socks, posters, a double headed axe, etc. It’s a long night...
The next morning, Chewy & Chava arrive at a frou-frou shoe store with Consuelo’s hardwon shoe size. But, concerned he might be seen in a girly store, Chewy disguises himself with
a blue wig and a dress.
The nearsighted shoe salesman helps Chewy settle on one-of-a-kind glass slippers. Perfect for a princess, but expensive! Chava pays and they leave with their prize.
They drop the gift on Consuelo’s porch, ringing the bell. Consuelo opens the door and
finds the shoes. She LOVES them! Chava recommends swooping in the for the kill, but chewy
decides to wait for the big restaurant opening.
The opening is a red-carpet event with television coverage. Chewy waits near Hector until
Consuelo’s limo pulls up. She steps out. She’s positively sparkling. The cameras go wild.
Hector: “Wow! Sparkly!” Chewy: “A blind man could see it!”
Cut to the Shoe Store: The near-sighted salesman’s money dissolves in a puff! It was
Gonzalo’s dissolving cash! The salesman sees Consuelo on his TV--blue hair, glass slippers! That’s HER!
Meanwhile, Consuelo gushes over her new shoes. When Hector shrugs cluelessly, Chewy
triumphantly claims responsibility! A second later the police tackle Consuelo and hurl her
into the paddy wagon, charging her with passing gaseous bills! Chewy: “Chava, Remind me never to trust you with money again!” “Okay! I’ll write it down!” Chava grinds a pen in Gonzalo’s
sharpener. It explodes all over Chewy’s face.

More
Stories

Look at this!
It’s like I’m like a
weirdness magnet!

“Chava’s Pinata” - this one time, these bullies were after me, so I went to Tio Gonzalo for help. Anyway, while he’s loading
me up with self-expanding gerbil exercise
balls and a personal oil slick belt, Chava
takes off with one of Tio Gonzalo’s explosive gag pinatas, which Tio says are
“still way, way too powerful to be funny”. So now I have to go running out in
the street and find Chava before he blows
himself up--but those jerks were still
after me and Tio’s inventions never work
right! I’m lucky to be alive!

“Media Hype” - So I’m beating Chava at a game
of “I name it, you jump off it”. When these
news guys film us! Once people got a load
of Chava, hopping off the post office into
the plaza fountain, they were hooked. it was
a springboard to Hollywood! So naturally,
I started coming up with more and more
dangerous stuff for Chava to do. By the
end we had a stadium show where Chava was
going to rollerskate down a shark-filled
log flume and launch through a ring of
flaming lions while I rode on his back, playing my new song “Good Looking--Dangerously So”. Turns out... Bad idea!
“Tail Fever” - And then I heard that Langosta
was stopping in El Tompo! I knew if he got
one look at me I’d be discovered, But On
my way out the door, I tripped over chava’s
stupid toys and broke my tail! Mama said it’d
have to come off before the new tail came in
and the old one got infected, but I was in a
rush! Who knew how fast you could get tail
fever?! Anyway, ten minutes later I’m swollen
up like a balloon and seeing stars! And
these dumb townies thought I was El Chupacabra, the GoatSucker! I was a wreck when I
finally got to Langosta, but luckily, I was all
covered with mud and bread sticks by then
so he probably won’t recognize me next time!

Even More
Stories

I mean...
it’s not me,
right?

“Club Langosta”- The thing about
Mom’s restaurant is there’s no THEME!
so when she left me in charge one
day I decided to make a few changes. I
brought in all my Langosta memorabilia (and bought a few million pesosworth more with the company credit
card) and Club Langosta was born!
Boy was Mama mad! I don’t get it. What
does she think people go to restaurants for? To eat?!

Spelunkers - One time Uncle Gonzalo
dragged me to the caves to get these
special rocks for one of his inventions.
I got real bored so I started blowing
on my tuning harmonica and Next thing I
know the ceiling caves in and we’re stuck,
but good! Uncle Gonzalo knew another
way out, but of course he also thought
he was an Aztec king and I was trying
to steal his gold! That guy’s totally
whack-a-tronic!

The Pied Piper of El Tompo - then I wrote
this song that could hypnotize animals (and
make Chava dance like an idiot)! With all the
cockroaches in El Tompo we made a fortune
in pest control! One day they put out a
reward for this giant anaconda that was
hanging around--I snuck out on Chava to
sing it into submission but it turned out
it wasn’t the song that did the job--it was
Chava’s dancing! Whoops! That thing almost
squeezed my guts out before Mama got
there!

Now it’s up to you!

Doin’ it Chewy-Style!
What makes Chewy stand out from the crowd?

The Look, the feel...Of Chewy - One look
at Chewy & Chava and people will know
they’ve found something different. The
setting, the colors and the drawing style
are all unique in a cartoon landscape dominated by sterile retro-50’s UPA styling.

So this guy
walks into a
bar...
ks
guy wal
So this
r
into a ba

Musica! Musica! Musica! - You can’t
do a show about a guitar-playing lizard without singing a few
songs. Chewy & CHAVA will feature
original songs, perfect for CDs
and online distribution in the lucrative children’s music market.

Typewriters aren’t funny Chewy & Chava is storyboarddriven, NOT scripted, because if
talking were funny, they would
have invented sound film FIRST!

The Tao of Chewy...
Every show has a philosophy.

Here’s ours:

Hang the carrot just out of reach - Kids hate
being talked down to just like everybody else.
And It’s okay if they don’t get every joke the
first time--That’s what repeats are for! By aiming
high we ensure a show that doesn’t insult anyone’s intelligence and rewards repeat viewing.

Use The Soft Sell - Chewy’s got a lot to learn
about life, but we’re not going to beat him (or
our audience) over the head with his lessons. Kids
can smell a moral miles away. And morals smell
positively AWFUL!!

“Family” means adults, too - Chewy &
Chava may be aimed at kids, but we want parents to watch, too. Luckily, Funny is funny
is funny, and that’s what Chewy & Chava will
be, so parents need not be embarrassed-Chewy & Chava is 100% adult-safe!

School’s! Out! For! Ever! - If learning were
entertaining, we wouldn’t need TV! So, No Classroom scenes! THEY’RE BORING! Everybody knows
that! Chewy’s world is IN THE STREET, where life
happens!

La Familia!
different families work in different ways!

While most minority based shows sand the rough edges off their characters, Chewy & Chava will
move television animation into new territory by allowing a minority family to be wonderfully,
gloriously IMPERFECT!
Chewy comes from a single-parent household, just like many of our viewers, and while Mama
Flora tries her best, she may not get everything right. As a male role model, Tio Gonzalo is
non-traditional at best, and Esther’s wisdom is only as reliable as her memory and her mood
will allow. But just because you’re not the Cleavers doesn’t mean you have to throw in the
towel as a family--and this is the lesson of the show: Chewy & Company function as a family because they work hard to be one.

Is it live, or is it Mexico?
The following Cartoon does not depict any actual person or event!

Chewy & Chava makes use of hispanic names, cultural elements and visual style-but Chewy & Chava Is NOT an educational tool or an historical guide to
Mexico. It’s about small town life and small town people--good, bad and
indifferent--birds, bugs and iguanas who happen to live on the mythical Mexican island of El Tompo, but who could live anywhere at all. We’re here to explore universal themes of ambition, personal values, and family--and most
of all, we’re here to tell funny stories, set against a beautiful and exciting
cultural backdrop.

Russ Werdin
Russ’ interest in film began at an
early age making 8mm home movies.
that lead to a twenty five year span
in continuing education in film writing, direction and production.
His focus on screenwriting generated four feature screenplays
which received recognition by one of
Hollywood’s top analysts. Russ currently has two feature projects
and a dramatic television series in
development at his company, Twinstar
Entertainment.

Jay Lender
For 3 years Jay Lender worked on the Number One Hit SpongeBob SquarePants as a
Writer, Storyboarder and Director, accounting for 1/4 of the episodes and earning an
Emmy nomination. Jay also worked on other
Nickelodeon shows like Hey Arnold!, CatDog
and The Angry Beavers.
Before beginning work on “The Adventures
of Chewy and Chava”, Jay created 2 animated series: Thunderhead, an adult, noir detective
comedy (with writing partner Micah Wright) and
Travelers a science-fantasy show for kids.
A classically trained artist, Jay studied at
CalARTS and the prestigious Rhode Island
School of Design. His comic book and illustration work has been enjoyed by millions of
readers.

